
The Theory of Creation

THE CREATION BOOK  THAT  ANSWERS THE  QUESTIONS:

How long were the Creation days?
Can we prove God’s existence through the “Intelligent Design” of
nature?
Was man a special creation of God?
Did man descend from the Hominids?
Did evil exist before man’s fall?
What was the source of the light on the First Day?
Are dinosaurs mentioned in the Creation Story?
Do the words “evening”, “morning”, and “day” in the Creation Story
indicate that Creation days were 24 hours?
Were the sun, the moon, and the stars created on the First Day or
the Fourth Day?

THE BIBLE AND SCIENCE

For over a century, the Holy Bible’s story of creation has come under
considerable scrutiny and derision by the scientific community. The
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length of creation days, the Biblical order of creation, and man’s
origin have all been the subjects of heated debates – debates that
cast further doubts on Biblical accuracy.

But is such derision warranted?

The Theory of Creation boldly answers that very question. Rather than
denounce other theories or repudiate accepted scientific beliefs, this
is a comprehensive and objective analysis of the first story of the
Bible (Genesis 1:1-2:4). Each verse is carefully examined for its
scientific meaning, the original Hebrew text is often referenced,
popular theories are explored, and the purpose and implications of
God’s actions are addressed. Finally, the Biblical account of creation
is compared to the scientific record.

The Theory of Creation will take you on a wondrous journey through
time and space – from the explosive birth of our universe in the Big
Bang, through the violent chaotic formation of planet Earth, to the
creation of all life here – culminating in the creation of man. You
will be presented with the Biblical Creation story from the
perspective of science with an emphasis on God’s plans for humanity
and the purpose in His Creation. The Theory of Creation answers many
of the enduring questions of science and resolves the Biblical
Creation debate.

WHERE TO PURCHASE:

Amazon
Barnes & Noble
iUniverse.com (buy it direct from my publisher)
BAM – Booksamillion
ecampus.com
Wal-Mart
ChristianBook

PERSPECTIVES ON SCIENCE AND CHRISTIAN FAITH REVIEW

“…much intellectually and spiritually appetizing food for thought…”
“As a general believer in intelligent design, I appreciate many of the
discussions in this book.”

Reviewer: Dan Simon, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering,
Cleveland State University, Ohio
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